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One of the major goals in complexity theory is to separate complexity classes such as L, NL = co-NL, or P (or to prove their coincidence) or, equivalently, to show that nondeterministic, co-nondeterministic, or alternating Turing machines, respectively, with certain resource restrictions are more powerful than deterministic ones (or not). Since combinatorial techniques and counting arguments that are expected to be of fundamental importance in doing this can be applied more directly to circuitry-based computation devices such as Boolean circuits and branching programs than to the very complex types of Turing machines, circuitry-based characterizations of the mentioned complexity classes gain more and more importance. On the one hand, the nonuniform counterparts P/poly and NP/poly of the classes P and NP can be represented in terms of polynomial-size Boolean circuits and polynomial-size nondeterministic circuits. On the other hand, it is well known that the class L/poly of problems computable by nonuniform log n space-bounded deterministic Turing machines can be characterized in terms of polynomial-size branching programs (Pudlak and Zak, 1983) . In Meinel (1986a) this result was extended by proving that the class NL/poly of all languages nonuniformly computable by nondeterministic log n space-bounded Turing machines coincides with the class of all languages acceptable by sequences of polynomial-size one-time-onlynondeterministic branching programs. Barrington (1986) added a branching-program-based characterization of the class NC' of all problems computable by families of logarithmic depth, fan-in 2 Boolean circuits. All these facts emphasize the importance of investigations of branching program-like devices in order to gain more insight into the landscape of complexity classes below P/poly. However, a systematic description of complexity classes in terms of polynomial size branching program-like devices has never been attempted although perhaps a branching programbased characterization of the classes NL/poly = co-NL/poly and P/poly may suggest possible new attacks to the outstanding problem of separating these classes. Indeed this approach already proved to be quite successful in separating the eraser Turing machine classes L,, NL,, co-NL,, and P, in Krause, Meinel, and Waack (1988) .
Introducing Q-branching programs, Q G B,, whose nodes are labelled by 2-argument Boolean functions w E Q or by Boolean variables (Section 1) we completely classify in Section 2 the classes Pa-BP of languages acceptable by sequences of polynomial-size Q-branching programs: each class .?&.sp, Sz c B,, coincides with one of the live classes
In Section 3 we relate these live classes to Turing machine-based ones. Theorem 3 states that the class YQ.sp coincides with the class L,/poly of languages nonuniformly computable by log n space-bounded Q-Turing machines. In short, Q-Turing machines, 52 E B,, are obtained from nondeterministic Turing machines with terminating computation paths by labelling the states with Boolean functions o E Q instead of { v , A, l> as in the case of alternating Turing machines. Due to Theorem 3 we obtain, besides the classical result pup = L/poly, the relation
However, the remaining fifth class 9 ia ).Bp has not been identified up to now in the context of logarithmic space-bounded Turing machines although it seems to be as interesting as the other ones.
Finally, in Section 4 we relate the complexity of the classes pBp, .!?{ v j.Bp =g( h J-BP? q@J-BP, and y{ ", A }-BP to that of some extremely restricted problems resembling the graph accessibility problem.
POLYNOMIAL-SIZE Q-BRANCHING PROGRAMS
A branching program (BP) is a directed acyclic graph where each node has outdegree 2 or 0. Nodes with outdegree 0 are called sinks and labelled by Boolean constants. The remaining nodes are labelled by Boolean variables taken from a set X= {x1, . . . . x .]. There is a distinguished node, called the source, which has indegree 0. A branching program computes an n-argument Boolean function f~ [EB,, as follows: Starting at the source, the value of the variable labelling the current node is tested. If this is 0 (l), the next node which will be tested is the left (right) successor to current node. The branching program computes f if, for the input w E (0, 1 )", the path traced under MI halts at a sink labelled by f(w). Without loss of generality we may assume that a branching program has exactly two sinks, one O-sink and one l-sink. Via the usual correspondence between binary languages A G { 0, 1 } * and sequences (f, ) of Boolean functions .f, E B,, namely, M' E A iff f,,.,(w))= 1, a sequence {Pn} of branching programs is said to accept a language A G {O, 1 }* if, for all n E N, P, computes the characteristic function x~"(u~) of the n th restriction A" of A,
A"=An (0, 1)".
The most important complexity measure for a branching program P is its size, i.e., the number of non-sink nodes of P Size(P) = # P -2.
A sequence {P, } of branching programs accepting a set A E { 0, 1 } * is said to be of size S(n), if
for all nE N. By .??& we denote the class of languages acceptable by (sequences of) polynomial size branching programs.
It is well known (Cobham, 1966; Budach, 1982; Pudlak and ?Zak, 1983 ) that the class gBp coincides with the nonuniform counterpart L/poly of the complexity class L which consists of all languages A E (0, 1 } * for which there exists a log n space-bounded Turing machine M and a polynomial length-restricted advice CX: N + (0, 1 }* such that M accepts w # CI( 1~1) iff u' E A ( # is the blank tape symbol) (Karp and Lipton, 1980) . THEOREM 1 (Pudlak and Zak, 1983) . Pol.ynomial size branching programs and logarithmic space-bounded nonuniform Turing machines are of the same computational power. I.e., In order to characterize further complexity classes in terms of polynomial size branching program-like devices we introduce the concept of Q-branching programs. An Q-branching program P is a branching program where some nodes are labelled by Boolean functions w E Sz from a set Q E lE8? of 2-argument Boolean functions instead by Boolean variables. The Boolean values assigned to the sinks of P extend recursively to Boolean values associated with all nodes of P in the following way: if the successor nodes uO, ui of a node u of P carry the Boolean values 6,, 6 i and if u is labelled by a Boolean variable xi we associate with u the value 6, or 6, iff xi = 0 or xi = 1, respectively. If u is labelled by a Boolean function w then we associate with u the value 0(6,, 6,). P is said to accept (reject) an input w E (0, 1 }" if the source of P associates with 1 (0) under w.
O-branching programs with Q = { v }, { A >, {O}, and ( v, A } are called disjunctive, conjunctive, parity, and alternating branching programs, respectively.
By PQeBP we denote the class of languages acceptable by (sequences of) polynomial size R-branching programs.
CLASSIFICATION OF POLYNOMIAL-SIZE Q-BRANCHING PROGRAMS
In the following we completely classify all Q-branching programs. Two Q-branching programs are said to be computationally equivalent if they accept the same set and if their sizes coincide, to within a constant factor.
At first we observe that the Boolean functions 0, 1, id,, id, (see the table in Fig. 1 ) belong to the basic equipment of every Q-branching program. PROPOSITION 1. Let Q, be the set sZ,= (0, 1, id,,id,} E B,. Each (52 v Q,)-branching program P may be simulated by an Q-branching program P' of at most equal size.
Proof. Let P be an (Q u a,,)-branching program. We easily obtain an Q-branching program P' which accepts the same set as P if we replace all nodes labelled by 0 (1) by O-sinks (l-sinks), and if we identify a node u with its left (right) successor whenever this is labelled by id, (id,). Obviously, Size( P') 6 Size(P). Proof: Let Q c B2 be a complete basis and let P be an Q-branching program. Further let se1 = sel(x, y, Z) be the Boolean function defined by sel(x, y, z) = (X A y) v (x A Z) for x, y,z~{O, 1).
Adapting a construction for ordinary branching programs (Wegener, 1984 ) from P we obtain an (Q u {sel})-circuit C, which accepts the same set as P. In detail, C, is constructed from P by reversing the directions of all edges of P and labelling the w-nodes, o E Q, of P by w. The remaining nodes u are labelled by se1 and get a new predecessor, namely the circuit input node of the variable xi by which u is labelled in P. The descendant of v which is reached in P if xi = 0 is taken as the second predecessor and the descendant which is reached in P if xi = 1 is taken as the third. Obviously, C, computes the same set as P and its size equals that of P.
However, C, can be simulated by an { A, v )-circuit C'> of size
for a constant k E N on the basis of a well-known standard argument which can be found for instance in Savage (1976) .
Finally, by means of the following construction we obtain an { A, v }-branching program P' from Cp which simulates C>: Reverse the directions of all edges of CL and replace the input nodes xi and Xi, 1 < i < n, by the l-node branching programs
Altogether, P' is an alternating ( A, v }-branching program of size
which simulates P. Reversely, if Q c B, is a complete basis we can compute v and A from functions of Sz. Replacing the disjunctive v-nodes and the conjunctive A -nodes by Q-subcircuits which perform these computations we obtain, from a given { v, A }-branching program P, an Q-branching program P' of size Size( P') < k . Size(P), kENi, which simulates P. 1 Due to Proposition 2, for 52 E El2 and 52 u Q, complete, we can restrict investigations of a-branching programs to alternating { A, v }-branching programs.
What happens if Q u 0, c B, is not complete? If M, IL, S, U,, and T, dendote the classes of monotone, linear, self-dual, O-preserving, and l-preserving functions of El,, then a classical theorem of Post (1921) states that Q u Q, must be contained in one of the abovementioned live classes: However, (1 }-branching programs are no more powerful than ordinary ones:
PROPOSITION 4. For each (1 }-branching program there is a computationally equivalent (ordinary) branching program.
Proof: In order to construct an ordinary branching program is which simulates P, we take two copies P', and P" of P in order to remember the parity of the number of negations that have been passed. If u is a node of P then we denote the copy of v in P' by v' and the copy of v in P" by v". In P" we replace the O-sink and the l-sink by a l-sink and a O-sink, respectively. Then, if u is a l-node in P with the successor node U, we delete u' in P' and u" in P' and connect all (direct) predecessors of o' with U" and all (direct) predecessors of u" with u'. Omitting all nodes not reachable from the source oh of P' we obtain an (ordinary) branching program P of at most doubled size. A straightforward inductive argument finally proves that P and P accept the same set. 1
Altogether we have proved the following classification theorem: Sinced the sizes of computationally equivalent Q-branching programs coincide, to within a constant factor, due to the classification result of Theorem 2, each polynomial size Q-branching program is computationally equivalent to an ordinary, a disjunctive, a conjunctive, a parity, or an alternating branching program of polynomial size.
Hence, we have at most five complexity classes related to polynomial size O-branching programs:
These five classes are related in the following way:
COMPLEXITY CLASSES RELATED TO POLYNOMIAL SIZE Q-BRANCHING PROGRAMS
Starting from the correspondence between sequences of polynomial size branching programs and logarithmic space-bounded nonuniform Turing machines (Theorem 1) we can relate polynomial size Q-branching programs to certain types of Turing machines. First, in Meinel (1986a) we have related polynomial size disjunctive { v }-branching programs (properly the computationally equivalent one-time-only-nondeterministic branching programs) and nondeterministic logarithmic space-bounded nonuniform Turing machines. Generalizing the concept of alternating Turing machines (Chandra, Kozen, and Stockmeyer, 1981) for Q-Turing machines we can relate polynomial size Q-branching programs and logarithmic space-bounded nonuniform Q-Turing machines. Our concept of R-Turing machines is rather similar to that of extended Turing machines proposed by Goldschlager and Parberry (1986) . However, these concepts were independently introduced and differ in the point that our Q-Turing machines are assumed to terminate on every computation path.
Let M be a nondeterministic l-tape Turing machine with a read-only input tape all of whose computation paths are assumed to be finite. Further, let us assume that, in every step, M has at most two nondeterministic choices, M is called an Q-Turing machine, Sz s B,, if the nonterminal states are labelled by Boolean functions chosen from the set Sz u {id} and if the terminal states are labelled by Boolean constants. The configurations of M are five-tuples containing M's current state, its label from Sz u {id) u {O, 1 }, the working tape content, and the positions of the input and working heads. A configuration C' is a direct successor of a conliguration C on an input w E { 0, 1 } * if C' is reachable from C in one step by means of the next-move relation of A4 under w. For each value of the input bit read in C the number of direct successors of C equals the arity of the Boolean function assigned to the state of C. Let C, be the initial configuration. Terminal configurations are those whose states are terminal and therefore labelled by Boolean constants.
A computation of an Q-Turing machine M on an input w E (0, I } * can be described by means of the computation tree T(M, w) of M on w. Its root is the tuple (C,, w). The nodes of T(M, w) are the tuples (C, w) such that the sons of (C, w) are exactly the tuples (C', w), where c' is a direct successor of C. The leaves of r(J4, W) are terminal configurations. Since we generally assume that, for each given input w E (0, 1) *, all computation paths of an Q-Turing machines terminate the computation trees T(M, w) are finite. Proof.
By means of the Boolean functions o ER u {id) included in the configurations C of the nodes (C, w) of T(M, w) the Boolean values included in the leaves of T(M, W) extend to Boolean values associated with all nodes of T(M, w). If the root of T(M, W) gets the value 1 or 0 then T(M, W) is
The proof is a consequence of the following two facts:
-@-Turing machines, { v }-Turing machines, { A )-Turing machines, { v , A }-Turing machines are deterministic, nondeterministic, co-nondeterministic, or alternating Turing machines, with terminating computation paths, and -every logarithmic space-bounded deterministic, nondeterministic, co-nondeterministic or alternating Turing machine can be simulated by a logarithmic space-bounded deterministic, nondeterministic, co-deterministic, or alternating Turing machine, with terminating computation paths.
The last fact was proved in Chandra et al. (1981) for alternating machines. Similar considerations show that it will also be true in the case of deterministic, nondeterministic, and co-nondeterministic logarithmic space-bounded Turing machines. 1
In order to relate Q-Turing machine classes and Q-branching programs, Q c_ Et,, we have to consider the nonuniform counterparts L,/poly of the classes L, which consist of all languages A E (0, 1 }* for which there exists a log n space-bounded Q-Turing machine M and a polynomial lengthrestricted advice c(: N + (0, 1 } * such that A4 accepts w # tx( [WI ) iff w E A. Proof: We will only sketch the proof. For details we refer to Meinel (1987) . There a full proof can be found for the paradigmatic case Q = { v }.
In order to prove gQeBp & L,/no"' we encode a polynomial size Q-branching program P, which computes the restriction A" = A n (0, 11" of a given language AE~',-,, and take this encoding as the advice for inputs of length n. In detail, we encode each node u of P, by its number (O(log jP,I) bits), the numbers of its direct successor nodes (O(log IP,I) bits), and its label (the index of the variable tested in u or the function by which it is labelled) (@(log n)) bits). So, the encoding of P, has length O(IP,l (log lP,l + log n)). Now it is not difficult to construct an Q-Turing machine M which simulates P, step by step: after storing on the working tape the encoding of the node u which has been reached, A4 will look for the label of v at the input tape. If v is labelled by a Boolean variable then A4 looks at the input tape for the input bit tested at u and copies the encoding of the appropriate successor node. If v is labelled by a Boolean function o E Q then A4 enters an o-state and branches, treating all direct successor nodes of v. Obviously, A4 nonuniformly accepts A" and all computations of A4 terminate. Since all working tape inscriptions are of length O(log IP,j) = O(log n) we are done.
In order to prove L,/poly c g'n.B,, let M be an R-Turing machine which nonuniformly accepts A G (0, 1) * in space O(log n) by means of the polynomial length restricted advice cc(n). We simulate A4 on inputs of length n, n E N, by an Q-branching program P, in the following manner: each configuration of A4 is simulated by three nodes. The initial configuration yields the source, and the terminal configurations labelled by 0 and 1 yield the O-sinks and the l-sinks. Let C be an o-configuration of M, o E Q, which reads the ith input bit of the input tape. We simulate C by means of three nodes vc, v& and 0;. vc is labelled by the ith input variable and has two successor nodes u", and v> for xi = 0 and X, = 1. The nodes v", and vi are w-nodes whose successors are the nodes vg, oh and vE, ok, respectively, which belong to the 3-nodes components simulating the direct successor configurations D, D' and E, E' of C for xi = 0 and xi = 1. Since the advice a(n) is independent from the w E (0, 1 }" we can avoid labels xi, i > n, of nodes of P, by "hardwiring" the advice, i.e., by identifying vc with u",. or vi in dependence on the value of ,yj, i > n, tested in vt.
It can easily be seen that P, is acyclic since all computations of an R-Turing machine terminate. Furthermore, P, is an Q-branching program accepting w E { 0, 1)' iff A4 accepts w # cc(n). Since the size of P, does not exceed the polynomial bounded number 2 '('Og ') of configurations of M on inputs of length n we obtain L,/poly E pQmBp. 1 Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 together yield: COROLLARY 1. There are at most five classes of languages A E (0, 1) * acceptable by logarithmic space-bounded Q-Turing machines, R E B, : Furthermore, Theorem 3 along with the coincidence of the classes NL/poly and co-NL/poly (Immerman, 1987; Szelepcsenyi, 1987) yield the coincidence of the classes ?$ v I.Bp and Pi A I.Bp. Thus, four of the five classes of languages definable by means of polynomial size a-branching programs coincide with well-known nonuniform Turing machine complexity classes. Although the fifth class gle)-Bp seems to be as interesting as the other ones, it has not been identified in the context of logarithmic space-bounded Turing machines up to now. We only know from Theorem 3 that it coincides with the class OL/poly with a=&) of languages nonuniformly acceptable by logarithmic spacebounded parity Turing machines. However, in the context of (uniform) polynomial time Turing machines this class seems to have an analogue, namely the class OP. This class parity polynomial time was introduced by Papadimitriou and Zachos (1982) as a "moderate version" of Valiant's counting class #P. In Goldschlager and Parberry (1986) @P was characterized by means of the circuit value problem over the bases {O}.
Altogether we have proved: It is strongly recommended that all inclusions of this diagram are proper.
P-PROJECTION COMPLETE GRAPH ACCESSIBILITY PROBLEMS RELATED TO POLYNOMIAL SIZE Q-BRANCHING PROGRAM CLASSES
Now we want to relate the complexity of some extremely restricted graph accessibility problems to that of the classes Working with one of the strongest nonuniform reducibility concept, the p-projections of Skym and Valiant (1981) , we prove the completeness of these problems for the mentioned classes. Since, due to Theorem 4, these classes coincide with fundamental Turing machine-based complexity classes such as L/poly, NL/poly = co-NL/poly, OL/poly, and P/poly the completeness of these problems gives new insight into these complexity classes and their "differences."
Recall, a problem is an infinite sequence of Boolean functions F = {fn} if there is a function p(n) bounded above by a polynomial in n, and if for every g, of G there is a mapping 0,: {Y, , ..., Yp@, x, 3 '.., x, , x, , 0, 1) such that g,(x, 9 ..., XJ =fp(n)(%(YA .'.5 ~n(Yp,n))).
A problem F = { fn} is <-hard in a complexity class X if all problems G = {g,} of X are p-projections of F. If F itself belongs to X then F is called <-complete. In the following we consider modifications of the graph accessibility problem gap for monotone graphs of outdegree 1 or 2. Thereby, a directed graph G = (V, E) is said to be monotone if its vertices can be numbered v= { 1, . ..) t} such that its edges (i, j) always lead from nodes i to nodes j with i< j. The outdegree of G is the maximal outdegree of one of its vertices. In accordance with the vertex enumeration we can encode a monotone graph G by the right upper part of the uniquely determined adjacency matrix A(G)=(a,i),.i,j.,,,=,,, 1 (6 A E E; a0 = 0 otherwise.
In order to keep things easy we treat all the graph accessibility problems under consideration as sequences of partial Boolean functions since it is easy to see that these partial functions can be fully defined without increasing their complexity. Furthermore, to make the argumentation as transparent as possible we use the index n in our graph accessibility problems to indicate the number of nodes of the graphs under consideration instead of the number of entrances in their adjacency matrices.
Let gapck' = (gap:')}, k E N, denote the graph accessibility problem for monotone graphs G of outdegree k, which is true if there is a path from vertex 1 to vertex n in G:
gap'? (0, 1 > n(n-lJP 3 (0, l} i 1 there is a path from vertex 1 to t"ij)i<jH vertex n in the monotone graph of outdegree k described by (a,,), < j; 0 otherwise.
Further, let all-paths-gapCk' = (all-paths-gap?'} denote the modification of gapCk' which is true if all edges reachable from vertex 1 belong to a path to vertex n: all-parhs-gup~k': (0, l}+-lV2 5 (0, 1) 1 all edges reachable from vertex 1 belong (ai)gH to a path to vertex n in the monotone graph of outdegree k described by (ati),, j; 0 otherwise.
odd-paths-gapCk' = {odd-paths-gap!,"} denotes the modification of gapCk' which is true if the number of paths leading from vertex 1 to vertex n is odd:
odd-paths-gap;? { 0, 1 }n(n ~ lK2 3 { 0, 1 } 1 the number of paths leading from vertex 1 (%)qH to vertex n is odd in the monotone graph of outdegree k described by (a,), < ,; 0 otherwise.
Finally, regarding monotone graphs with switches s, connecting u, by choice, with one of its successor nodes we consider the switchable graph accessibility problem switch-gapCk' = {switch-gap:"} which is true if there is a switch setting such that all edges reachable from vertex 1 belong to a path to vertex n. Storing the information whether a node i of a monotone graph G is switchable in the diagonal element a, of the adjacency matrix of G, to a path to n in the monotone switchable graph described by (U,i)i~i; 0 otherwise. Proof There is a general scheme which will be used to prove (i) to (iv). In order to show that each of the modified graph accessibility problems is <-hard in the cited complexity class we use the branching program description of that class which was given in Theorem 4. <-completeness can then be obtained by giving polynomial size branching programs of the appropriate type which solve the graph accessibility problem under consideration.
Let F= {F,} be a problem of gQWsp, Q= 0, { v }, ( A }, { @}, or { v, A }, respectively, and let {P,} be a sequence of polynomial-size Q-branching programs P, accepting F,. Since P, is based on an acyclic graph with p(n) nodes we can enumerate its nodes by 1,2, . . . . p(n) in such a way that -the source is numbered by 1, -the accepting node is numbered by p(n), and -edges always lead from nodes with a lower number to nodes with a higher one. Now, to every input (xi, . . . . X,)E (0, I}" of F,, we assign a graph G(x 1, . . . . 
